A NEW MUSICAL DESIGNED FOR SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITY GROUPS
WITH AN EDUCATIONAL ELEMENT PROVIDED

INTRODUCING

THE MUSICAL:

JUDY PANCOAST:

GIRL ON THE MOON, a musical about reaching for

Judy Pancoast is a child of the sixties and seventies
whose music is greatly influenced by the Top Forty pop
songs of the time. Since 1996 she has focused mainly on
creating music for children, and her 2010 album “Weird
Things are Everywhere, a Reading Road Trip with
Judy Pancoast” was nominated for a Grammy Award
for Best Children’s Album. She is also known for her
hit “The House on Christmas Street,” which is heard
at fabulous outdoor lighting displays all over the world
during the holiday season. As a result of her Christmas
music, in 2015 Judy was commissioned by the best-selling author Joe R. Lansdale to adapt one of his works,
“Christmas with the Dead,” into a full-length musical.
She had so much fun working on that project that she
decided to revive a long-dormant idea that she’d had in
2002 to create a musical for middle schoolers that had
several interesting roles for girls. “Girl on the Moon” is
that musical.

the stars, is the first youth musical by Grammy nominee Judy Pancoast. A period piece which takes place
on July 20th, 1969, the show focuses on the challenges faced by girls who wanted non-traditional futures
during the late sixties, and how five girls come to
realize what they must do to achieve their dreams.
Featuring ten memorable original songs and five
varied and interesting lead roles for female-identifying actors, Girl on the Moon was designed with the
typical adolescent theater troupe in mind. The show
also includes three supporting roles for male-identifying actors and one featured non-singing role for
a female-identifying actor. A full chorus makes this
show expandable for as many actor-singers as there
are in your group.

THE CHARACTERS:
Young teen Marti Mitchell dreams of being an astronaut
when she grows up, and she’s very excited about the moon
landing. Marti has invited her four best friends to a sleepover
party at her house so they can all be together when they
watch the first man walk on the moon. As the girls discuss
their hopes and dreams for the future, Marti realizes that she
may have difficulties achieving her goals simply because she’s
a girl.
Jenny Parker comes from a family of peacenik social activists, a.k.a. “hippies,” who protest the war in Vietnam. Jenny is
a singer-songwriter and a budding feminist in a nation that is
only now beginning to acknowledge the Women’s Liberation
Movement. She is a serious, politically-motivated girl who
wants to change the world with her music, and she dreams of
being a successful and famous musician like Judy Collins.
Juniper Parker is Jenny’s twin sister, who performs with
her at coffeehouses and school events. Juniper is bright, but
scatterbrained, not political at all and much more of a social
butterfly than her sister. She doesn’t really know what she
wants to be when she grows up, so for now she is content to
sing with her sister and have a good time with her friends.

Colette King is from a conservative family with a history of
military service. Her brother is currently missing in action in
the Vietnam War. Colette’s dream is to settle down and raise
a family. She is the more traditional girl in the group, and
represents the bridge between the girls of the past era who
married right out of high school, and the girls of the future
who went on to college and careers.
Judy Baker is a typical gum-chewing late-sixties teenybopper
who dreams of being a radio disc jockey someday. She loves
popular music, listening to the radio, record collecting and
reading teen magazines. Her favorite singer is Bobby Sherman, but she has room in her heart for all the teen idols. Judy
has a great sense of humor and loves to tease in a good-natured way, but she’s headed for a big disappointment when
she learns that “no one wants to hear” the female voice on the
radio.
Ray King is Colette’s older brother. He has been missing in
action in Vietnam but returns at the end of the show to sing a
heartfelt duet with his sister.
Bobby Mitchell is Marti’s eight-year old brother, the typical
pest and prankster.
Jimmy Brown is Bobby’s best friend, who likes to mimic
everything Bobby does.
Mrs. Mitchell, Marti’s mother, who comes to the rescue
when Bobby is getting out of hand.

PEOPLE ARE OVER THE MOON ABOUT...

RECOMMENDED BY NEW PLAY EXCHANGE:
Doug DeVita:
“Judy Pancoast's GIRL ON THE MOON is an absolutely delightful addition to the Youth Musical genre:
bright, peppy, and with a delicious score, it takes on serious themes with intelligence, wit, and a lightness that's
both infectious and disarming; although set in 1969 (the period details are wonderfully apt but not overwhelming), it nonetheless tells a contemporary and universal story which speaks to all ages. Terrific! ”
DEVELOPMENT HISTORY:
Commission: The Luminescent Moon Theater Company, 2021
PRODUCTION HISTORY:
High School: Mojave Junior High School, 2022
Community Theater: The Luminescent Moon Theater Company, 2021
High School: Parkside Middle School, Manchester, NH, 2021
AWARDS:
Finalist, SHENYC Summer Theater Festival, 2019

Girl On The Moon is a youth musical that takes place
during the moon landing of 1969. Marty, an aspiring astronaut is over the moon about this epic event. She invites her
best girlfriends over for a sleepover to watch it on television.

Girl On The Moon Review by Jen Bush
Book, Music and Lyrics by Judy Pancoast
Choreographed and Directed
by Jocelyn Duford
Orchestrator-Tim Goss
REVIEWED IN SHOWTONES.COM
an arts site for the enxt generation
https://showtones.com/2022/07/29/shooting-for-the-moon/

A proper sleepover must include talking about boys and
being harassed by annoying younger brothers which it did.
The girls gush over their copies of apopular teen magazine
with teen idols like Neil Diamond gracing the pages. Yes, I
used Neil Diamond and teen idol in the same sentence. it’s
a period piece! The girls also have some deep conversations
about the implication of being female in terms of what
careers are available to them during that time period. The
women’s liberation movement was just beginning. Marty wants to do a moon walk of her own and Judy who is
obsessed with teen heartthrob Bobby Sherman wants to be a
deejay.

Some of the girls find these lofty goals ridiculous and impossible. At the time it was the exception to the rule. Women’s place was in the home.
Colette wants a husband, a white picket fence and 2.5
children which was the expectation of women at that time.
Sadly, Colette’s brother is M.I.A. in the Vietnam war which
is also a topic the girls discuss.
Girl On The Moon is a delightful endearing youth musical. With women’s rights being a hot button topic now, this
musical about a time period in the 60’s has relevance now. It
will serve to inspire a new generation of young ladies. At
times it’s a little sugary with lots of high-pitched singing
but you can work around that. With all the thorough attention to detail it is as much a history lesson as a show.
The show contains an abundance of references to trends and
fads of the 60’s like gum wrapper jewelry and 45’s which
also provide some funny moments. At first, I thought that
might be a hindrance to the target audience because they
might not understand the references. Then I realized, these
shows will be performed in schools. Schools are filled with
opportunities for teachable moments and mini-lessons which
could take place before the performances.
Twelve year old kids who were not alive in the 50’s flocked
to a little film called Grease which became a worldwide phe-

nomenon. This show has the potential to be a sweet shared
experience between generations. If a child asks her grandmother what it was like to grow up in the 60’s she can take
her to see this nostalgic musical.
The bright-eyed brilliant talented cast was made up of
enthusiastic young ladies and a few fabulous gentlemen.
Everybody was ideally cast. Samantha Autumn shined
as bright as a full moon as Marty. She was a lovely and
effective leading lady. Clara Edleman and Erin Lambertson
as the folk singing twin sister duo of Jenny and Junie were
folktastic with their sweet harmonies. Clara did a great job
on guitar. Colette Freetage portrayed the mature Colette
with depth and substance. Sarah Kate Barton brought
a great deal of warmth and humor to the role of Judy.
Devin Landis will be landing a lot of theater roles with his
incredible singing voice. The rest of the cast consisting of
Addie Skillman as Mrs. Mitchell, Annoying brothers Bobby
and Jimmy played by Ethan Underhill and Ian Dolley, and
ensemble players S.S. Blanco and Grace DeMillio all were
wonderful and contributed positively to the performance.

The songs were catchy, upbeat and fun. Some were more
appropriately melancholy because of the nature of the
subject matter. You’ll all want to join the party after you
hear Marty’s Having a Party. Take a Long Walk and Little
Brother were hilarious and relatable songs lamenting the
woes of having an annoying sibling. My favorite line was,
“Go haunt a house with your scary face.” Girl on the Moon
(the song) and I’m Gonna Be On The Radio were other
standouts.
This production took place over Zoom. The production
quality was superior. Great care was taken to ensure everybody had a unique background. The special effects and
transitions were highly professional.

“Judy Pancoast has a sweet,
funny, female empowering,
topical gem on her hands.
May the show ride a moonbeam to success.”

Judy Pancoast Interview by Jen Bush
from ArtsIndependent.com, a playwrights and
producers peer-review site
https://artsindependent.com/2022/07/29/bigtalent-big-heart-thats-judy/
Judy Pancoast is a singer, songwriter, recording
artist, and Grammy nominee for Best Children’s
Album. She loves everything about creating
songs but likes writing lyrics the most. She wrote
an exciting musical called Girl On The Moon.
Ms. Pancoast is a little bit Country and a little bit
Rock and Roll!

After formal training and a degree
music she paid her dues performing
different genres of music from
Honky Tonk to straight up Rock.
Ms. Pancoast’s Christmas spirit paid
off when her one hit wonder
Christmas song took the world by
storm and can now be heard outside
countless homes with synchronized
holiday decorations. She even spun vinyls and
then discovered that writing and performing
music for children brought her great joy. She’s
hoping Girl On The Moon, her youth musical
geared for 10-18 year olds reaches stratospheric
popularity.
It’s typical for mothers to sing to their infants.
In Judy Pancoast’s case, it was the other way
around. “I was born musical- my mother would
say that I sang before I could talk.” Ms. Pancoast
feels “on top of the world” whenever she hears a
Carpenter’s song. “I began writing songs at age
twelve and thought I was going to be the next
Karen Carpenter. She was my idol, and The Car-

penters were my main musical inspiration, along
with all the top 40 hits of the 70s. My musical
journey after attaining a BA in Music from the
University of Maine took me through piano bars,
rock bands, jazz bands, and a foray into Country in
Nashville in the 80s. All this time I was working
full-time as a radio deejay to support my music.
In the mid-90s I decided to leave music and radio
and become an elementary school teacher in order
to give my daughters a more stable life, but Music
had other ideas. During my studies, I began writing music for children, and by the time I earned
my Master’s in Education in 1997 I had a new
career as a children’s musician, which eventually
led to a Grammy nomination for Best Children’s
Album in 2011.”
“While focusing on children’s music I also
branched out into Christmas music, and my
song, “The House on Christmas Street,” became
a world-wide phenomenon, playing at the houses
of decorators all over the planet who synchronize
their outdoor light displays to music!”

“In 2016 I was asked by the author Joe R. Lansdale to adapt his novella, “Christmas with the
Dead” as a stage musical, and thus began the
latest phase of my career!”
The inspiration for this musical came from Ms.
Pancoast wanting to empower little girls creatively and vocationally. “When my daughter was performing in theater in middle school I realized that
there were far more girls involved than boys, and
I thought I might write a piece that would have
several very good leads for girls. I’d often told my
two daughters how fortunate they were that they
could choose any career they wanted because back
when I was young things were different for girls. I
used to say, “Barbie could be a teacher, a nurse, or
a secretary. Never a doctor or an astronaut.” From
that saying sprang the idea of a girl growing up
in the 60s-70s who wanted to be an astronaut,
so she invites her best friends over the watch the
moon landing.

I knew it would focus on the growing awareness
of women at that time that changes needed to be
made in the way they were treated.”
For the premiere of Girl On The Moon Ms. Pancoast began performances locally till the pandemic had other plans. Like much of the performing
arts during the lockdown, a virtual show was
possible. Ms. Pancoast was over the moon when
in-person productions began once again. “It was
slated to premiere at my local school- Mountain
View Middle School in Goffstown, NH- in spring
of 2020. Rehearsals were already underway when
the pandemic shut everything down. We were
able to pivot to a virtual show, and that premiered
on YouTube in the spring of 2021. From there
the show was performed by the Luminescent
Moon Theater Company in Massilon, OH in
August, ’21, then at Parkside Middle School in
Manchester, NH in November, ’21, and at Mojave
High School in California in April, 22.

The show was such a success there that they are
planning to present it again this fall.”
Some productions worked better than others.
Though this is a play targeted at a youthful demographic, it’s important for the people involved to
be cognizant of the historical perspective associated with this show. “It’s really important that
the actors understand a little bit about the history
of women’s rights, especially during that time. I
want them to feel what it was like to have their
choices limited just because of their gender. Of
course, the songs are very important and so the
music director will need to work closely with the
cast on learning the music!”
Ms. Pancoast would like to have an impact on
the young ladies who come to see the show who
might not be aware of the past struggles of
women. “I’m hoping the girls will have an appreciation for all those who came before them who
had to fight to get equal rights, and that we aren’t
even there yet. I worry sometimes that the cur-

rent generation of young people doesn’t realize
that people didn’t always have what they have
now.”
The current political climate is having an influence on new artistic works. It just so happens
that the subject matter of Girl On The Moon
addresses some of the same issues that America is
dealing with right now. “We are in a strange era
where hard-won women’s rights are being threatened. Freedoms that we’ve had for generations are
being taken away. It’s more important than ever
that young women and girls know about what it
took to get to those rights and that we need to
work that fiercely once again to hold on to them.
Ms. Pancoast gives her regards to Broadway but
her ultimate goal is to share her musical with the
impressionable youths of the world. “I would
love to see “Girl on the Moon” performed at every
middle and high school in the country! It will be
far more valuable to the school community than
yet another “Jr.” version of a famous musical

because it has an important message that needs
to be heard now more than ever. And, of course,
I’d love for youth theater groups to present it as
well.”
Ms. Pancoast has some more musical delights in
the works. If you’re good, Santa may bring you
a ticket to her Christmas show! “I’m currently
working on a new musical for general adult audiences, and that is going to be ready for its staged
reading in early 2023. I already have plans for my
fourth musical, a family Christmas show based on
a song I wrote called “The House on Christmas
Street.” Whether it’s cheering children or entertaining adoring adults, Ms. Pancoast has enough
music and passion to go to the moon and back!

FROM THE HEADLINES!

EMPOWERMENT!
Women increasingly outpace men in college graduation and
enrollment rates. According to the National Student Clearinghouse Research Center, women accounted for nearly 60%
of all college students by the end of
the 2021-2022 academic year.

THE FIRST WOMEN IN SPACE
The first woman in space
In June 1963, the first woman rocketed into space. Her name
was Valentina Tereshkova and she bravely went where no
woman had gone before.
Valentina Tereshkova: Before she was a cosmonaut, Tereshkova was a textile worker.
The first woman to fly in space had no experience as a pilot.
Tereshkova volunteered to join the Soviet space program in
1961 due to her hobby, skydiving.
This experience proved to be of value in the selection process, as cosmonauts were required to parachute from their
capsules upon returning to the Earth. Having completed 126
parachute jumps, Tereshkova made an impressive candidate.
In February 1962, Tereshkova and four other women
(Tatyana Kuznetsova, Irina Solovyova, Zhanna Yorkina and
Valentina Ponomaryova) were selected from a pool of over
400 applicants.
According to the European Space Agency (ESA), the original plan was for a joint mission to take place, putting two
women in space with solo missions aboard Vostok 5 and 6
sometime in March or April of 1963. Tereshkova was to
crew Vostok 5 with Ponomaryova aboard Vostok 6. However,
plans changed.

It was decided that cosmonaut Valeri Bykovsky would fly
aboard Vostok 5, and Tereshkova would take flight aboard
Vostok 6.
After 18 months of training, Tereshkova launched into space
on June 16, 1963 aboard her Vostok 6 spacecraft, just two
days after Bykovsky lifted off inside his Vostok 5 capsule.
It marked just the second time two crewed spacecrafts were
in orbit at the same time. The two capsules came within
three miles of each other and communications were established between the two spacecraft.
At just 26, Tereshkova had become the first woman to fly in
space.
During her three-day mission, she orbited the Earth 48
times. Her spaceflight was broadcast on television and
watched by citizens in the Soviet Union and Europe.
Her flight almost ended in disaster due to an error in the
spacecraft’s navigation software, but luckily, Tereshkova took
notice, made adjustments, and returned safely home.
Following Tereshkova’s flight, the first program for women
cosmonauts was scrapped. It would be nearly two decades
before the next woman, cosmonaut Svetlana Savitskaya,
would fly in space with her Soyuz T-7 mission in 1982.

THE FIRST AMERICAN WOMAN IN SPACE
Like Tereshkova, Sally Ride was a trailblazer for women in
space.
Ride was the third woman to fly in space but was the first
American woman to rocket into orbit aboard Challenger for
the STS-7 mission on June 18, 1983.
Ride joined NASA in 1978. She was selected out of a pool
of 8,000 applicants and became part of the first astronaut
class to include women. The class, referred to as the “Thirty-Five New Guys,” consisted of 29 men and six women.
Ride trained for five years before she was assigned to her
first mission, STS-7.
The flight of the first American woman in space lasted six
days, during which time the crew conducted experiments
and deployed two communications satellites.
In an NASA interview for the 25th anniversary of her
flight in 2008, Ride said of being the first woman in space,
“I didn’t really think about it that much at the time – but I
came to appreciate what an honor it was to be selected to be
the first to get a chance to go into space.”
Following her historic flight, Ride traveled into space one
last time, a year later, again aboard Challenger for STS-41G.
She was assigned to a third mission, but it was scrubbed
following the tragic Challenger accident in 1986.

She is the >only person to have served on both investigation
boards following the Challenger and Columbia accidents.
Ride left NASA in 1989 and joined the faculty at the University of California, San Diego as a professor of physics
and became director of the California Space Institute. She
started her own company in 2001, Sally Ride Science, to
encourage girls and women to pursue careers in science,
technology, engineering, and math (STEM).
In 1988, Ride was added to the National Women’s Hall of
Fame, and in 2003, she was inducted into the Astronaut Hall
of Fame.
Ride passed away in 2012, but her legacy lives on. She was
an outspoken advocate for women in STEM and her passion
and accomplishments still serve as inspiration for the next
generation of female explorers, to continue reaching for the
stars.

WOMEN IN SPACE
Take a look back at some of the other impressive milestones women have reached in spaceflight history:
First woman to spacewalk: Svetlana Savitskaya (Soyuz T-12; July 25, 1984)
First American woman to spacewalk: Kathy Sullivan (STS-41-G; Oct. 11, 1984)
Sullivan recently became the first woman to reach Challenger Deep, the deepest part of the ocean.
First woman to pilot a Space Shuttle: Eileen Collins (STS-63; Feb. 3-11, 1995)
First woman to serve as Space Shuttle commander: Eileen Collins (STS-93; July 23-27, 1999)
First female Space Station Expedition crew member: Susan Helms (Expedition 2; March 2001)
First teacher in space: Barbara Morgan (STS-118; Aug. 8, 2007)
First woman to command the International Space Station: Peggy Whitson (Expedition 16; April 2008)
First all-woman spacewalk: Christina Koch and Jessica Meir (Expedition 61, Oct. 18, 2019)

In 2015 there were
14,580 female student
pilots compared to
36,618 in 2021. This is a
massive 151%
increase in the number
of female student pilots in the past 6 years.
Although there has
been rapid growth in
the number of female
student pilots, the
percentage of licensed
female pilots has been
growing at a slower
pace. 5.10% of licensed
pilots were female in
2017 compared to 6.03%
in 2021.

CLASS IS IN ... THE THEATRE!

PROPOSED LESSON PLANS
Aside from content materials created by Ms.
Pancoast, she, and a select group of university
professors associated with this project, can be
part of each program. These lessons can be
part of remote learning program tailored to
your school’s individual educational plans and
needs.
STEM (SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, MATH)
lesson plans that would relate to space travel and
are geared toward the middle school years.
HISTORY LESSONS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The History of American Women in the Sciences
The History of American Women in Engineering
The History of Women Astronauts around the
World
American Life and Culture in the Late 60s
The History of the Women's Liberation
Movement

LANGUAGE ARTS:
In this case, just provide a bibliography of books
about female astronauts and women in the sciences or non-traditional fields
FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES:
Lesson plans on Fashion Design in the Late 60s
and Meal Preparation of the Era
Planning a Budget in 1969.
GYM:
All students take a version of President Kennedy's
Physical Fitness Test
https://legionathletics.com/presidential-fitness-test/
ART:
A study of Pop Art, including Andy Warhol and
Peter Max

BUT DON’T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT...

EXCERPTS AND COMMENTARY

https://www.girlonthemoon.org/media?wix-vod-video-id=fbd8f1e7345c4cf0b9dc364b9ca665d1&wix-vod-comp-id=comp-kx2asjys
https://www.dropbox.com/s/p4u36luzcy6j825/GotM%20Luminescent%20Moon%201.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/j7ymz196hmngzz9/GotM%20Luminescent%20Moon%20video%208.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/xp9cdotwd9xo51l/GotM%20Luminescent%20Moon%20video%209.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/txhymatdb6h92fk/GotM%20Luminescent%20Moon%20video%2013.mp4?dl=0

“[JUDY PANCOAST] crafts clever
songs with infectious melodies
that delight the young and the
young-at-heart, as evidenced
by the 2011 Grammy Award
nomination for Best Children’s
Album for her one-of-a-kind CD,
Weird Things Are Everywhere:
A Reading Road Trip with Judy
Pancoast!”

Please enjoy two versions of

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ivQDTOxM4BM&t=1986s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CtfZx9ORaYM

IS FOR EVERYONE ON EARTH!
DIVERSITY:
All young people can be part of this production.
Its message endorses — even is enhanced — by diverse casting.
MARKETABILITY:
A great school play for multiple grade levels or a dynamic subscription
addition to any theatre season - professional or community-based.
Also, a terriÞc fundraiser for your organization!
TIMELY:
The world is changing! Stereotypes and damaging expections are crumbling.
Girl on the Moon sings THAT story!
EDUCATIONAL:
Combine with Judy Pancoast’s lesson plans, Girl on the Moon can provide
teachers and educators with a powerhouse semester.
Guest lecturers from arts organizations and colleges make this a fully rounded program.

AND...

INTERACTIVE:
Girl on the Moon
asks questions
Girl on the Moon
answers questions
Girl on the Moon
invites the students
to question!

THANK YOU!
Contact
Jay Michaels Communications
(Ms. Pancoast’s representative) at
646-338-5472
or JMCommnet@Gmail.com

